Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In high-energy hadronΓÇôhadron collisions the vector bosons *W* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z/\gamma ^*$$\end{document}$ are produced via quarkΓÇôantiquark annihilation, and may be observed with very small backgrounds in their leptonic decay modes. The vector bosons may have non-zero momentum transverse to the beam direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{(W,Z)}$$\end{document}$ due to the emission of quarks and gluons from the initial-state partons as well as to the intrinsic transverse momentum of the initial-state partons in the proton. Phenomenologically, the spectrum at low $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{(W,Z)}$$\end{document}$ can be described using soft-gluon resummation \[[@CR1]\] together with a non-perturbative contribution from the parton intrinsic transverse momentum. At high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{(W,Z)}$$\end{document}$ the spectrum may be described by fixed-order perturbative QCD predictions \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. Parton-shower models \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\] may be used to compensate for missing higher-order corrections in the fixed-order QCD predictions.
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{(W,Z)}$$\end{document}$ thus test several aspects of QCD. The correct modelling of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{(W,Z)}$$\end{document}$ is also important in many physics analyses at the LHC for which the production of *W* and/or *Z* bosons constitutes a background. Moreover, it is a crucial ingredient for a precise measurement of the *W*-boson mass, at both the LHC and the Tevatron. Measurements of the dependence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{(W,Z)}$$\end{document}$ on the boson rapidity[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} are sensitive to the gluon distribution function of the proton \[[@CR7]\]. High-precision measurements at large values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{(W,Z)}$$\end{document}$ could be sensitive to electroweak (EW) corrections \[[@CR8]\].

DrellΓÇôYan events with final states including $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e^+ e^-$$\end{document}$ or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu ^+ \mu ^-$$\end{document}$ (ΓÇÿDrellΓÇôYan lepton pairsΓÇÖ) allow the transverse momentum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z/\gamma ^*$$\end{document}$ bosons to be measured with greater precision than is possible in the case of *W* bosons, because of the unobserved neutrino produced in *W* leptonic decays. Measurements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ for lepton-pair masses, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$, around the *Z*-boson mass peak have been made by the CDF Collaboration \[[@CR9]\] and the D0 Collaboration \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\] at the Tevatron, and the ATLAS Collaboration \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\], the CMS Collaboration \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\] and the LHCb Collaboration \[[@CR17]--[@CR19]\] at the LHC. Measurements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ require a precise understanding of the transverse momentum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\text {T}}$$\end{document}$ calibration and resolution of the final-state leptons. Associated systematic uncertainties affect the resolution in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ and limit the ultimate precision of the measurements, particularly in the low-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ domain. To minimise the impact of these uncertainties, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _\eta ^*$$\end{document}$ observable was introduced \[[@CR20]\] as an alternative probe of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$. It is defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \phi _\eta ^* = \tan \left( \frac{\pi -\Delta \phi }{2}\right) \cdot \sin (\theta ^*_\eta ), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta \phi $$\end{document}$ is the azimuthal angle in radians between the two leptons. The angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta _\eta ^*$$\end{document}$ is a measure of the scattering angle of the leptons with respect to the proton beam direction in the rest frame of the dilepton system and is defined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\cos (\theta _\eta ^*) = \tanh [(\eta ^- - \eta ^+)/2]$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta ^-$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta ^+$$\end{document}$ are the pseudorapidities of the negatively and positively charged lepton, respectively \[[@CR20]\]. Therefore, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ^*_{\eta }$$\end{document}$ depends exclusively on the directions of the two leptons, which are more precisely measured than their momenta. Measurements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ^*_{\eta }$$\end{document}$ for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ around the *Z*-boson mass peak were first made by the D0 Collaboration \[[@CR21]\] at the Tevatron and subsequently by the ATLAS Collaboration \[[@CR22]\] for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}\!=\!7 ~{\mathrm {TeV}}$$\end{document}$ and the LHCb Collaboration for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}\!=\!7 ~{\mathrm {TeV}}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\] and┬á$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$8 ~{\mathrm {TeV}}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR19]\] at the LHC. First measurements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ^*_\eta $$\end{document}$ for ranges of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ above and below the *Z*-boson mass peak were recently presented by the D0 Collaboration \[[@CR23]\].

Measurements are presented here of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ for DrellΓÇôYan lepton-pair events using the complete $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}=8 ~{\mathrm {TeV}}$$\end{document}$ data set of the ATLAS experiment at the LHC, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3┬á$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{fb}^{-1}$$\end{document}$. The data are corrected for detector effects. The measurements are presented for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu ^+ \mu ^-$$\end{document}$ final states, in bins of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$, above and below, as well as at the *Z*-boson mass peak, and in bins of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z/\gamma ^*$$\end{document}$-boson rapidity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|y_{\ell \ell }|$$\end{document}$. In addition, integrated fiducial cross sections are provided for six regions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ATLAS experiment is briefly described in Sect.┬á[2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. A general overview of the measurement methods is given in Sect.┬á[3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, which has specific sections on the event simulation, event reconstruction, event selection, background estimation, corrections for detector effects, and the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties. The combination of the measurements in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu ^+ \mu ^-$$\end{document}$ final states is described in Sect.┬á[4](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}. The corrected differential cross sections are compared to various theoretical predictions in Sect.┬á[5](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}. A short summary and conclusion are given in Sect.┬á[6](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}. The values of the normalised differential cross sections $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|y_{\ell \ell }|$$\end{document}$ considered.

The ATLAS detector {#Sec2}
==================

The ATLAS detector \[[@CR24]\] at the LHC covers nearly the entire solid angle around the collision point. It consists of an inner tracking detector (ID) surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS) incorporating three large superconducting toroid magnets. The ID is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field and provides charged-particle tracking in the range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | < 2.5$$\end{document}$. A high-granularity silicon pixel detector typically provides three measurements per track, and is followed by a silicon microstrip tracker, which usually provides four three-dimensional measurement points per track. These silicon detectors are complemented by a transition radiation tracker, which enables radially extended track reconstruction up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | = 2.0$$\end{document}$. The transition radiation tracker also provides electron identification information based on the fraction of hits (typically 30 in total) above a higher energy-deposit threshold corresponding to transition radiation.

The calorimeter system covers the pseudorapidity range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta |< 3.2$$\end{document}$, electromagnetic calorimetry is provided by barrel and endcap high-granularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeters, with an additional thin LAr presampler covering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | < 1.8$$\end{document}$, to correct for energy loss in material upstream of the calorimeters. Hadronic calorimetry is provided by the steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter, segmented into three barrel structures within $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | < 1.7$$\end{document}$, and two copper/LAr hadronic endcap calorimeters. The solid angle coverage is completed with forward copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr calorimeter modules optimised for electromagnetic and hadronic measurements, respectively.

The MS comprises separate trigger and precision tracking chambers measuring the deflection of muons in a magnetic field generated by superconducting air-core toroids. The precision chamber system covers the region $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | < 2.7$$\end{document}$ with three layers of monitored drift tubes, complemented by cathode-strip chambers in the forward region, where the background is highest. The muon trigger system covers the range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | < 2.4$$\end{document}$ with resistive-plate chambers in the barrel, and thin-gap chambers in the endcap regions.Table 1Synopsis of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ measurements, and of the fiducial region definitions used. Full details including the definition of the Born, bare and dressed particle levels are provided in the text. Unless otherwise stated criteria apply to both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ measurements*Particle-level definitions* (*treatment of final-state photon radiation*)Electron pairsDressed; BornMuon pairsBare; dressed; BornCombinedBorn*Fiducial region*Leptons$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A three-level trigger system is used to select interesting events \[[@CR25]\]. The Level-1 trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of detector information to reduce the event rate to a design value of at most 75┬ákHz. This is followed by two software-based trigger levels which together reduce the event rate to about 400 Hz.

Analysis methods {#Sec3}
================

This section describes the particle-level measurements presented in this paper (Sect.┬á[3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}), the simulation of signal and background Monte Carlo (MC) samples (Sect.┬á[3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}), the event reconstruction and selection criteria (Sect.┬á[3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}), the estimation of backgrounds (Sect.┬á[3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}), corrections to the distributions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Description of the particle-level measurements {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------

DrellΓÇôYan signal MC simulation is used to correct the background-subtracted data for detector resolution and inefficiency. Three different ΓÇÿparticle-levelΓÇÖ definitions are employed, which differ in their treatment of final-state photon radiation (FSR). The Born and bare levels are defined from the lepton kinematics before and after FSR, respectively. The dressed level is defined by combining the bare four-momentum of each lepton with that of photons radiated within a cone defined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Event simulation {#Sec5}
----------------

MC simulation is used to estimate backgrounds and to correct the data for detector resolution and inefficiencies, as well as for the effects of FSR.

Three generators are used to produce samples of DrellΓÇôYan lepton-pair signal events. The first is [Powheg]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\] which uses the CT10 set of parton distribution functions (PDFs) \[[@CR28]\] and is interfaced to [Pythia]{.smallcaps} 8.170 \[[@CR6], [@CR29]\] with the AU2 set of tuned parameters (tune) \[[@CR30]\] to simulate the parton shower, hadronisation and underlying event, and to [Photos]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR31]\] to simulate FSR. This is referred to as [Powheg]{.smallcaps}+[Pythia]{.smallcaps} in the text. The second is [Powheg]{.smallcaps} interfaced to [Herwig]{.smallcaps} 6.520.2 \[[@CR5]\] for the parton shower and hadronisation, [Jimmy]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR32]\] for the underlying event, and [Photos]{.smallcaps} for FSR (referred to as [Powheg]{.smallcaps}+[Herwig]{.smallcaps}). The [Sherpa]{.smallcaps} 1.4.1 \[[@CR33]\] generator is also used, which has its own implementation of the parton shower, hadronisation, underlying event and FSR, and which again uses the CT10 PDF set. Differences between the results obtained using these three generators are used to estimate systematic uncertainties related to the choice of generator.
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The effect of multiple interactions per bunch crossing (pile-up) is simulated by overlaying MC-generated minimum bias events \[[@CR42]\]. The simulated event samples are reweighted to describe the distribution of the number of pile-up events in the data. The [Geant]{.smallcaps}4 \[[@CR43]\] program is used to simulate the passage of particles through the ATLAS detector. Differences in reconstruction, trigger, identification and isolation efficiencies between MC simulation and data are evaluated using a tag-and-probe method \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\] and are corrected for by reweighting the MC simulated events. Corrections are also applied to MC events for the description of the lepton energy and momentum scales and resolution, which are determined from fits to the observed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Three additional samples of DrellΓÇôYan lepton-pair signal events are produced without detector simulation, for the purpose of comparison with the corrected data in Sect.┬á[5](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}. The MC generators used are [ResBos]{.smallcaps}, [Dynnlo]{.smallcaps}, and [Powheg]{.smallcaps}+[Pythia]{.smallcaps} (AZNLO tune).

[ResBos]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR48]\] simulates vector-boson production and decay, but does not include a description of the hadronic activity in the event nor of FSR. Initial-state QCD corrections to *Z*-boson production are simulated at approximately next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) accuracy using approximate NNLO (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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[Dynnlo1.3]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR4]\] simulates initial-state QCD corrections to NNLO accuracy. The CT10 NNLO PDF sets are used. The [Dynnlo]{.smallcaps} calculation is performed in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimation of backgrounds {#Sec7}
-------------------------

The number and properties of the background events arising from multi-jet processes are estimated using a data-driven technique. A background-dominated sample is selected using a modified version of the signal-selection criteria. In the electron-pair channel, both electrons are required to satisfy the ΓÇÿlooseΓÇÖ identification criteria \[[@CR55]\], but not the ΓÇÿmediumΓÇÖ criteria, and are also required to have the same charge. For the muon-pair channel, two samples of lepton pairs are used: the light-flavour background is estimated by requiring a pair of muons with the same charge, whilst the heavy-flavour background is estimated by requiring one electron and one muon with opposite charge. The electron is required to be identified as ΓÇÿlooseΓÇÖ and the electron isolation cut is inverted. It is assumed that in all other variables the shape of the distribution of the multi-jet events is the same in both the signal- and background-dominated samples.
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The backgrounds from all sources other than multi-jet processes are estimated using the MC samples detailed in Sect.┬á[3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. These estimates are cross-checked by comparing MC simulation to data in control regions, selected using criteria that increase the fraction of background. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corrections for detector effects and FSR {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------

After the estimated total background is subtracted from the data, DrellΓÇôYan signal MC simulation is used to correct to the particle level, accounting for detector resolution and inefficiencies and the effects of FSR.

Since the experimental resolution in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The detector resolution has a larger effect in the measurement of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|y_{\ell \ell }|<2.4$$\end{document}$. *Left* Electron-pair channel at dressed level. *Right* Muon-pair channel at bare level

Systematic uncertainties {#Sec9}
------------------------

In this section the principal sources of uncertainty on the measurements are discussed, as well as the degree to which these uncertainties are correlated (between bins in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$, or between the electron-pair and muon-pair channels) when combining the electron-pair and muon-pair results and in quoting the final results. Figure┬á[4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} provides a summary of the uncertainties arising from data statistics, mis-modelling of the detector, background processes, and of the MC signal samples used to correct the data. These are given for both the electron (dressed level) and muon (bare level) channels as a function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The statistical uncertainties on the data, and on the MC samples used to correct the data, are considered as uncorrelated between bins and between channels. In most kinematic regions the statistical uncertainty on the data is larger than the total systematic uncertainty in both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Most sources of systematic uncertainty from the modelling of the detector and beam conditions are treated as fully correlated between bins. These comprise possible mis-modelling of the lepton energy (electron) and momentum (muon) scales and their resolution as well as mis-modelling of the lepton reconstruction, identification, trigger and isolation efficiencies \[[@CR44]--[@CR46]\]. Some of the detector uncertainties have a statistical component, which for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$. Also considered are uncertainties due to mis-modelling of the pile-up distribution and of the distribution of the longitudinal position of the primary vertex, which are estimated by varying the associated MC scaling factor and are treated as correlated between channels. The pile-up uncertainty is a small, but non-negligible contribution to the total systematic uncertainty in most kinematic regions and the vertex uncertainty is generally even smaller. An uncertainty is estimated for the possible mis-modelling of the lepton angular resolution. This uncertainty is relevant only for the measurements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Important contributions to the total systematic uncertainty on both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Several sources of systematic uncertainty are considered, arising from mis-modelling of the underlying physics distributions by the DrellΓÇôYan signal MC generator.

The effect of any mis-modelling of the underlying $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_\mathrm {T}^{\ell \ell }$$\end{document}$ distributions could arise from the modelling of the PDFs in the MC generators used to correct data to particle level. These are estimated using the CT10 error sets \[[@CR28]\] using the LHAPDF interface \[[@CR60]\], and are found to be negligible. A correction is applied to the [Powheg]{.smallcaps}+[Pythia]{.smallcaps} sample, which implements a running coupling for the photon exchange and a running width in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The total systematic uncertainties are generally smaller than the statistical uncertainties on the data. In $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec10}
=======

Combination procedure {#Sec11}
---------------------

The differential and integrated cross-section measurements in the electron-pair and muon-pair channels are combined at Born level using the HERA averager tool, which performs a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Differential cross-section measurements {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------
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Integrated cross-section measurements {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------

In addition to detailed differential studies in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These results are displayed in Fig.┬á[7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. In the channel combination the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison to QCD predictions {#Sec14}
=============================

Overview {#Sec15}
--------

The combined Born-level measurements of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A first general comparison is provided by Fig.┬á[8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. This shows the ratio of the predictions of [ResBos]{.smallcaps} for the *Z*-boson mass peak and for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 7Born-level fiducial cross sections in bins of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The theoretical uncertainties are highly correlated between different kinematic regions and therefore, as pointed out in Ref. \[[@CR23]\], the ratio of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison to parton-shower approaches {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------
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In the Tables┬á[6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}, [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}, [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}, [13](#Tab13){ref-type="table"}, [14](#Tab14){ref-type="table"}, [15](#Tab15){ref-type="table"}, [16](#Tab16){ref-type="table"}, [17](#Tab17){ref-type="table"}, [18](#Tab18){ref-type="table"}, [19](#Tab19){ref-type="table"}, [20](#Tab20){ref-type="table"}, [21](#Tab21){ref-type="table"}, [22](#Tab22){ref-type="table"}, [23](#Tab23){ref-type="table"}, [24](#Tab24){ref-type="table"}, [25](#Tab25){ref-type="table"}, [26](#Tab26){ref-type="table"}, [27](#Tab27){ref-type="table"}, [28](#Tab28){ref-type="table"}, [29](#Tab29){ref-type="table"}, [30](#Tab30){ref-type="table"} and [31](#Tab31){ref-type="table"} in this appendix the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The NLO electroweak virtual corrections are provided as fractional difference of calculations performed at the order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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